Peripheral drive in Aα/β-fiber neurons is altered in a rat model of osteoarthritis: changes in following frequency and recovery from inactivation
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Purpose: To determine conduction fidelity of Aα/β-fiber low threshold mechanoreceptors in a model of osteoarthritis (OA).

Methods: Four weeks after cutting the anterior cruciate ligament and removing the medial meniscus to induce the model, in vivo intracellular recordings were made in ipsilateral L4 dorsal root ganglion neurons. L4 dorsal roots were stimulated to determine the refractory interval and the maximum following frequency of the evoked action potential (AP). Neurons exhibited two types of response to paired pulse stimulation.

Results: One type of response was characterized by fractionation of the evoked AP into an initial nonmyelinated-spike and a later larger-amplitude somatic-spike at shorter interstimulus intervals. The other type of response was characterized by an all-or-none AP, where the second evoked AP failed altogether at shorter interstimulus intervals. In OA versus control animals, the refractory interval measured in paired pulse testing was less in all low threshold mechanoreceptors. With train stimulation, the maximum rising rate of the nonmyelinated-spike was greater in OA nonmuscle spindle low threshold mechanoreceptors, possibly due to changes in fast kinetics of currents. Maximum following frequency in Pacinian and muscle spindle neurons was greater in model animals compared to controls. Train stimulation also induced an inactivation and fractionation of the AP in neurons that showed fractionation of the AP in paired pulse testing. However, with train stimulation this fractionation followed a different time course, suggesting more than one type of inactivation.

Conclusion: The data suggest that joint damage can lead to changes in the fidelity of AP conduction of large diameter sensory neurons, muscle spindle neurons in particular, arising from articular and nonarticular tissues in OA animals compared to controls. These changes might influence peripheral drive of spinal excitability and plasticity, thus contributing to OA sensory abnormalities, including OA pain.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common type of arthritis, afflicting approximately 10% of the population. The most intractable medical need in the management of OA is pain, along with other psychoneurological symptoms, such as fatigue and impaired proprioceptive performance. Unfortunately, how OA pain is initiated and maintained remains largely unknown, although joint nociceptors have long been proposed as the source of the pain.1,2
Recently, evidence was provided in a surgically induced rat model of OA that there are significant changes in the configuration of evoked action potentials (APs) in non-nociceptive Aα/β-fiber low threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMs) recorded intracellularly in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) yet only minor changes in either C- or Aδ-fiber nociceptors at a stage when both structural loss and pain were confirmed in the model. This raises the possibility of a role of Aα/β-fiber non-nociceptive primary sensory neurons in the pathogenesis of OA pain. In Aα/β-fiber LTMs, changes in configuration of the AP are associated mainly with the rising phase of the AP, suggesting a possible involvement of sodium channels. These changes mainly reflect the passive properties of sodium channels during AP genesis in these neurons.

How Aα/β-fiber LTMs behave in dynamic situations, such as in response to repetitive stimulation, is an important issue as this would affect how peripheral signals to the central nervous system are coded. Peripheral drive from primary sensory neurons has been suggested to play an important role in developing and maintaining spinal plasticity, or central sensitization. Primary sensory neurons thus contribute to changes in excitability and to plasticity of second order spinal neurons, partly via frequency-dependent modulation of synaptic transmission to these neurons. Recent evidence shows that in sensory neurons repetitive stimulation causes AP broadening and prolonged refractory periods, which could impart a memory of previous neuronal activity and thereby improve precision of the response and information transfer.

Potassium and calcium ionic mechanisms have been explained to cause conduction failure due to changes in refractoriness during repetitive stimulation. Inactivation of sodium currents following successive APs has also been shown to contribute to activity-dependent AP adaption and therefore partially governs the fidelity of AP conduction. The present study was a development from the authors’ previous study in which Aα/β-fiber LTMs were proposed to play a role in OA pain and changes in sodium currents were also implied. Therefore, the present study was restricted to examining sodium current-related properties of the AP in Aα/β-fiber LTMs in response to repetitive stimulation.

There are two basic forms of inactivation of sodium channels, fast and slow, each with distinct dynamics. The former occurs during the AP and is largely governed by the voltage sensing S4 segment of the sodium channel, whereas the latter can last tens of seconds and is regulated by auxiliary β-subunits. It was hypothesized that there are significant alterations in the dynamic properties of sodium channels in large diameter LTM neurons in the surgically induced knee derangement model of OA.

Material and methods
All experimental procedures were approved by the McMaster University Animal Review Ethics Board and conform to the Guide to the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Canadian Council of Animal Care, Volumes One and Two. At the end of the acute electrophysiological experiment each animal was euthanized without recovery from anesthesia by an overdose of the anesthetic.

Surgical induction of the model
Details of the induction of the animal model of OA, animal preparation for acute electrophysiological recording and in vivo intracellular recording have been published. Briefly, female Sprague Dawley rats (180–225 g) from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA, USA) were used. Rats were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine–xylazine and acepromazine (5 mL ketamine [100 mg/mL], 2.5 mL xylazine [20 mg/mL], 1.0 mL acepromazine [10 mg/mL], 1.5 mL sterile saline) at the dose of 0.1 mL/100 g body weight, injected intramuscularly. When the animals had attained a surgical level of anesthesia the medial meniscus was removed, and the anterior cruciate ligament was cut. The incision was then sutured in two layers. After surgery the animals were given 0.05 mL of the antibiotic Novo-Trimel® (trimethoprim sulfamethoxazole; 0.1 mL/100 mg; Novopharm, Toronto, ON, Canada) and 0.05 mL of the analgesic Temgesic® (buprenorphine; Schering-Plough, Kenilworth, NJ, United States), and allowed to recover from anesthesia before being returned to their home cage. Over the first 3 days postoperation, the animals were given daily doses of Novo-Trimel and Temgesic. Naïve animals served as controls.

Acute experimental setup
One month after model induction the animal was anesthetized as above and the right jugular vein was cannulated for intravenous infusion of drugs. A laminectomy was performed to expose the L4 DRG ipsilateral to the surgical derangement. The animal was fixed and suspended in a stereotaxic frame. The exposed spinal cord and DRG were covered with warm paraffin oil to prevent drying. The dorsal root of the L4 DRG was cut close to the spinal cord to allow a 12–15 mm length for electrical stimulation, and one pair of bipolar platinum stimulating electrodes was placed underneath.
Rectal temperature was maintained at 37°C with a servo-controlled infrared lamp, and the animal was mechanically ventilated to achieve an end-tidal carbon dioxide concentration around 40 mmHg. An initial 1 mg/kg dose of pancuronium (Sandoz International GmbH, Holzkirchen, Germany) was given to eliminate muscle tone. The effect of pancuronium persisted for approximately 1 hour; it was allowed to wear off periodically in order to confirm a surgical level of anesthesia, as judged by pupil dilation and any withdrawal from a pinch to a forelimb. Supplements of pentobarbital (Ceva Sante Animale, Libourne, France; 20 mg/kg) were added as needed to maintain a surgical level of anesthesia; generally, supplements of pentobarbital and pancuronium (one-third of the initial dose) were given every hour.

In vivo intracellular recording

Intracellular recordings from somata in the L4 DRG were made with micropipettes fabricated from filament-containing borosilicate glass tubing filled with 3 M potassium chloride solution, with direct current resistance 40–70 MΩ. The microelectrode was advanced by an EXFO IW-800 micromanipulator (EXFO, Quebec, QC, Canada). Intracellular recording was established when a hyperpolarization of at least −40 mV suddenly occurred and an AP could be evoked by electrical stimulation of the L4 dorsal root. Evoked APs were recorded with a Multiclamp™ 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and digitized online via a Digidata® 1322A interface (Molecular Devices) with pCLAMP™ 9.2 software (Molecular Devices).

Scope of the study and neuronal type involved

A pilot study had shown that C- and Aδ-fibers fail quickly in response to repetitive stimuli, even to paired pulse stimuli. These small diameter neurons fired only a limited number of APs to stimulus pairs or trains and then became unresponsive throughout the rest of the stimulation period. This made it impossible to obtain reliable measurements of recovery. Therefore, the present study was limited to Aα/β-fiber neurons, which are relatively resistant to failure in response to repetitive stimuli.

Sensory receptive properties of neurons were identified by various mechanical stimuli, and classified as previously described. The criteria for an Aα/β-fiber neuron were based mainly on dorsal root conduction velocity, which was faster than 6.5 m/second. To identify the receptive field and sensory properties of Aα/β-fiber LMTs, forces induced by a moving brush, blunt probes, and light tapping were applied on the ipsilateral lower extremity. Subcutaneous afferents were differentiated from cutaneous afferents by the stability of the response when the skin was lifted away from subcutaneous structures. The neurons recorded included various subtypes, such as guard hair, field hair, Pacinian, glabrous rapidly adapting, slowly adapting Types I and II, and muscle spindle Types I and II. Guard and field hair neurons, both rapidly adapting cutaneous hair units responding to light brush or touch on the skin, were grouped together under the category of hair follicle neurons. Pacinian neurons responded best to tapping, but over a broad skin area. Glabrous rapidly adapting neurons responded only to stimulation on glabrous skin, and adapted rapidly. Slowly adapting neurons responded and adapted slowly to light tactile stimuli to the cutaneous receptive field. Subcutaneous afferents were classified as muscle spindle neurons if they had very low thresholds to gentle pressure against muscle tissue and/or showed ongoing discharge at a regular frequency.

Stimulation protocol

One pair of bipolar stimulating electrodes was placed under the L4 dorsal root. Stimuli were delivered antidiromically along the dorsal root to elicit APs in the somata. The stimulation pulse was delivered from an S-940 Interface Adapter and S-910 Stimulus Isolation Unit (Dagan Corporation, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The stimulus strength was set to approximately two times the activation threshold. Based on pilot studies, the current strength was normally around 0.8 mA for dorsal root stimulation. In this and another previous study, an AP evoked by dorsal root stimulation was considered a somatic (S)-spike when the resting membrane potential was more negative than −40 mV and the AP amplitude was greater than 40 mV. Thus, an evoked AP with an amplitude less than 40 mV or the loss of an evoked AP was considered conduction failure.

Paired pulse stimulation

To investigate the fast process of recovery from repetitive firing in each type of neuron, paired pulse stimuli were delivered to the dorsal root. As the interspike interval was gradually shortened, the AP began to fractionate; two components of the second spike became gradually separated on the rising phase of the AP. Paired pulse stimulation started with search sweeps with coarse interval steps at 0.2–1 milliseconds, followed with testing sweeps with finer interval steps of 0.1 milliseconds. Each stimulus pair was separated by a period of 4 seconds.
From each recording and its differentiated derivative, the duration, amplitude, and maximum rising rate (MRR) for various components of the second evoked spike were measured (Figure 1). For each neuron, the recording at refractory interval (RI) was chosen for these analyses. According to previous descriptions of the spike components following paired pulse stimulation, these two components were named the nonmyelinated (NM)-spike, which is the initial small amplitude component elicited alone at shorter interstimulus intervals, and the later S-spike, which is the larger amplitude component. When the interstimulus interval was reduced, only the NM-spike component was elicited. The amplitude of the NM-spike component remains relatively constant, even when the S-spike component fails. At that interval only the NM-spike component remains. Therefore, RI refers to the shortest interstimulus interval at which the second S-spike can be elicited.

It was speculated that the NM-spike component might represent the fast kinetics of tetrodotoxin (TTX)-sensitive sodium currents, whereas the S-spike component might represent the slow kinetics of TTX-sensitive sodium currents, rather than a difference between TTX-sensitive
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**Figure 1** Types of response in Aα/β-fiber dorsal root ganglion neurons to paired pulse stimulation to dorsal roots. (A) Recordings from a glabrous rapidly adapting neuron (left panel) and muscle spindle neuron (right panel) stimulated with paired pulses of variable interstimulus intervals. These responses represent the two types of response to paired pulse stimulation in Aα/β-fiber neurons. The fractionating response is characterized by variable amplitude and fractionation of the second AP as it begins to fail at shorter intervals, whereas the all-or-none response is characterized by an all-or-none response of the second AP. (B) Differential derivatives of the respective recordings in Figure 1A.

**Notes:** The sweeps before and after failure of the second AP are shown separately. Left panels represent differentiated recordings and corresponding measurements typical of the fractionating type of response, and also show the NM-spike and the S-spike components and their dynamics during paired stimuli. The right panels represent those for the all-or-none type of response, in which no fractionation of the second spike was observed and only the S-spike component was seen. Parameters 1–4 are measurements of the rise time and the maximum rising rate of the second spike and the residual AP; S1–S3 represent the number of the stimulus pair as they are brought together.

**Abbreviations:** AP, action potential; NM, nonmyelinated; S, somatic.
and TTX-resistant currents. There are two reasons for this speculation. First, TTX-resistant currents are present only in a very small number of α/β-fiber LTMs,\textsuperscript{29,30} which does not agree with the commonness of the “inflected second spike” in these neurons in the present study. Second, different TTX-sensitive sodium channel subtypes recover from inactivation at varying rates; Na\textsubscript{1.6} recovers fastest, while Na\textsubscript{1.3} and Na\textsubscript{1.7} recover more slowly.\textsuperscript{31,32}

The strategy to investigate the fast process of recovery from repetitive firing was twofold. First, to investigate the dynamics of the NM-spike component, measurements were recorded of the MRR and the amplitude of the AP where the S-spike component just starts to fail. MRR was measured as the peak voltage change over time from the differentiated derivative of the evoked AP. Second, to investigate the dynamics of the S-spike component that fails at shorter interstimulus intervals, the MRR and AP amplitude of the two evoked APs were compared with two parameters, the Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change and AP Amplitude Index of Change. The equations to calculate these two parameters are as follows:

\[
\text{Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change} = \frac{\text{MRR of the second evoked AP}}{\text{MRR of the first evoked AP}}
\]

\[
\text{Paired Pulse AP Amplitude Index of Change} = \frac{\text{AP amplitude of the second evoked AP}}{\text{AP amplitude of the first evoked AP}}
\]

The difference between neurons in control and OA animals was determined at arbitrary interstimulus intervals that are different between each neuronal type but are the same for each type of neuron. For example, hair follicle and Pacinian neurons were tested at an interval of 1 millisecond, glabrous rapidly adapting and slowly adapting neurons at 1.2 milliseconds, and muscle spindle neurons at 0.4 milliseconds. These interstimulus intervals were chosen in order to achieve the greatest “N,” which were the most common stimulation intervals for each neuronal type in control and OA animals. A period as short as 4 seconds between successive paired stimuli was found sufficient to allow full recovery from the previous pair; measurements of each electrophysiological parameter of the first spike in each sweep remained constant, and were the same as those from single evoked AP under lower current strength.

**Train stimulation: AP following frequency**

To investigate the slow process of AP recovery from repetitive firing in each type of neuron a 200-millisecond stimulus train was delivered to the ipsilateral L4 dorsal root. Trains of stimuli at different frequencies were programmed using the pCLAMP protocol editor; train frequencies ranged from 40–1200 Hz. The frequency of the stimulus train was increased gradually in steps of 30 Hz for stimulating α/β-fiber LTMs. A period of 4 seconds separated each sweep of train stimuli. Once the frequency of the train of stimuli exceeded the maximum frequency a neuron could follow, AP conduction failure began to appear.

An AP Following Index was determined for each neuron with the following equation:

\[
\text{AP Following Index} = \frac{\text{Number of APs evoked by the train pulse}}{\text{Stimulation frequency} \times 0.2}
\]

This AP Following Index was plotted against a range of stimulation frequencies (Figure 2A), and then this plot was fitted with a single exponential decay function. To standardize the calculation of the following frequency, the AP Following Indexes of 1.0, 0.8, and 0.5 were calculated from the fitted curve of each train pulse recording as shown in Figure 2B. Therefore, the maximum following frequency of a neuron is the maximum stimulation frequency at which the neuron followed every stimulus throughout a 200-millisecond train, ie, the stimulation frequency at the AP Following Index of 1.0.

**Train stimulation: AP rising rate**

The MRR amplitude of evoked APs in train pulse recordings was also found to gradually decrease, especially at higher stimulation frequencies. Besides the fast inactivation of sodium currents that is similar to what is observed in paired pulse stimulation, slow inactivation of sodium currents may offer another explanation for this phenomenon, as prolonged repetitive stimulation has been shown to induce slow inactivation of sodium currents.\textsuperscript{33}

To quantify the decay in MRR during train stimulation, the Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change was used. It was calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change} = \frac{\text{Average MRR of all APs evoked by a train}}{\text{MRR of the first evoked AP in the train pulse}}
\]

First, the Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change at the maximum following frequency and Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change at corresponding interstimulus intervals were compared between neurons in control versus OA animals. Second, the
difference in the Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change at the same stimulation frequency between neurons in control and OA animals was studied. The common stimulation frequencies for muscle spindle neurons were in the range of 515–588 Hz, and 280–340 Hz for the other types of Aα/β-fiber LTMs.

**Statistical analysis**

Numerical data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. For two group comparisons between the control and OA animals, Student’s t-test was used for data showing normal distribution confirmed by the D’Agostino and Pearson
omnibus normality test. The Mann–Whitney U test was used for those not normally distributed. All tests and graphing were done using Prism® 4 software (GraphPad Software, Inc, La Jolla, CA, USA). The P-values of the t-tests are indicated in the figures, where appropriate. P < 0.05 was set as the level of statistical significance.

Results
During repetitive stimulation, such as paired pulse stimulation and train stimulation, evoked APs fractionated into NM-spike and S-spike components, as described in previous studies of conduction failure in DRG neurons.16,28,34–39

Patterns of response to repetitive stimuli in Aα/β-fiber neurons in control animals
In the present study, there were two basic types of response to repetitive stimulation. In one case the AP fractionated as the interstimulus interval was shortened, and in the other as the interstimulus interval was shortened the evoked AP failed altogether. Representative recordings of each type of response are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

In the case of the fractionating response, the second evoked AP is characterized as having an inflection on the rising phase as the interstimulus interval was shortened. As the interstimulus interval was shortened further, this second spike resolved into two components. In corresponding differentiated derivatives, these two spike components on the rising phase became gradually separated as the interval was gradually shortened. At these shorter interstimulus intervals the amplitude of the NM-spike component remained relatively constant, while the amplitude of the S-spike component decreased as the interstimulus interval was decreased. When the interval was short enough the second spike failed altogether, leaving only the NM-spike component. These properties are illustrated in the left column of Figure 1.

In neurons that exhibited fractionation in paired pulse stimulation, during stimulation with a 200-millisecond stimulus train, conduction failure of some of the APs occurred as the stimulation frequency was gradually increased, i.e., as the interstimulus interval was gradually decreased. This conduction failure was observed as the absence of evoked APs and even of the NM-spike component. These properties are illustrated in the left column of Figure 2.

This fractionating type of response to repetitive stimulation was observed in the majority of naïve control muscle spindle neurons (28/44), half of the Pacinian neurons (12/24), and a few hair follicle neurons (2/15).

In contrast, the all-or-none type of response is characterized as having no inflection on the rising phase of the second spike, and the abrupt failure of the second spike as the interstimulus interval was gradually shortened. This is illustrated in the right column of Figure 1. In the corresponding differentiated derivatives, no obvious separation of components on the rising phase is observed. When the interval was sufficiently short, the second evoked AP was completely abolished, without any partial AP, such as that illustrated in the left column of Figure 1.

During train stimulation, conduction failure was manifested as the sudden complete absence of evoked APs at the higher frequencies. This is illustrated in the right column of Figure 2. An all-or-none type response to repetitive stimulation was observed in the majority of naïve control muscle spindle neurons (28/44), half of the Pacinian neurons (12/24), and a few hair follicle neurons (2/15).

Fast inactivation during paired pulse stimulation in control versus OA animals
The refractory period of a neuron limits the rate at which the neuron can maximally discharge APs. The RI is a measure of this refractory period, which limits the rate of firing. Mechanisms regulating the duration of this refractory period include mainly the recovery of sodium currents from inactivation following an AP as well as the activation of potassium currents.

In naïve control animals to determine the RI, the dorsal root of each neuron was stimulated antidromically with ~0.8 mA constant current. Muscle spindle neurons, which normally have ongoing discharge, had the shortest RI (0.52 ± 0.051 milliseconds, N = 44). Other types of Aα/β-fiber non-nociceptor had an intermediate RI, including hair follicle neurons (1.08 ± 0.131 milliseconds; N = 15), glabrous rapidly adapting neurons (0.96 ± 0.082 milliseconds; N = 17), slowly adapting neurons (0.96 ± 0.082; N = 4), and Pacinian neurons (0.77 ± 0.06 milliseconds; N = 24) (Figure 3).

In OA animals under the same stimulation conditions, RIs in pooled Aα/β-fiber LTMs were significantly shorter (0.74 ± 0.041 milliseconds, N = 104 in control versus 0.64 ± 0.042 milliseconds, N = 112 in OA animals; P = 0.044, Mann–Whitney U test). Among these subclasses of Aα/β-fiber LTMs, muscle spindle neurons exhibited the greatest difference. RIs in muscle spindle neurons in OA animals were significantly shorter (0.52 ± 0.051 milliseconds, N = 44 in control versus 0.31 ± 0.032 milliseconds, N = 47 in OA animals; P = 0.003, Mann–Whitney U test) (Figure 3). Any differences in the other types of Aα/β-fiber LTMs did not reach statistical significance (Table 1).
In order to investigate possible sodium mechanisms accountable for the shorter RI in OA α/β-fiber LTMs, the MRR of the NM-spike component (fast kinetic component) and the S-spike component (slow kinetic component) were measured. During paired pulse stimulation, an inflection on the rising phase of the second spike could be identified in 44/104 α/β-fiber LTMs in control animals (mainly nonmuscle spindle neurons, including five muscle spindle neurons) and 46/112 α/β-fiber LTMs in OA animals (including four muscle spindle neurons). MRR of the NM-spike component was measured from the AP in the sweep where the S-spike component just failed to appear, and was 107.71 ± 3.082 mV/millisecond in control animals (N = 44), which was significantly smaller than in OA α/β-fiber LTMs (122.72 ± 4.021 mV/millisecond, N = 46; P = 0.004, Student’s t-test; Figure 4, right panel). However, no difference was found between the control and OA α/β-fiber LTMs in the amplitude of the NM-spike component (23.11 ± 0.881 mV, P = 0.157).
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**Figure 3** Refractory intervals in α/β low threshold mechanoreceptors in OA versus CTL.

**Notes:** In each case the median (horizontal line) is superimposed. Refractory intervals in various neuronal types (G/F neurons, glabrous rapidly adapting neurons, SA neurons, Pacinian neurons, and MS neurons) are shown, and the comparison between OA and CTL is shown for each neuron type. Each dot represents a recording from one neuron.

**Abbreviations:** CTL, control animals; G/F, guard and field hair; MS, muscle spindle; OA, osteoarthritis; SA, slowly adapting.

### Table 1 Refractory intervals and following frequencies in subtypes of α/β-fiber low threshold mechanoreceptor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuronal types</th>
<th>Refractory interval (ms)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Max following frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>OA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/F</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.131</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.097</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>343.2 ± 25.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glabrous</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.082</td>
<td>1.04 ± 0.064</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>353.6 ± 25.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacinian</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.060</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.078</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>355.8 ± 28.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.076</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.035</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>341.2 ± 43.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.051</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.032</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>574.6 ± 19.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Values are given in Mean ± SE, and N = sample size. * indicates a statistical significance. “G/F”, “Glabrous”, “Pacinian”, “SA”, and “MS” represent hair follicle neurons, glabrous rapidly adapting neurons, Pacinian neurons, slowly adapting neurons, and muscle spindle neurons, respectively.

**Abbreviation:** OA, osteoarthritis.
The amplitude of the S-spike component in neurons exhibiting a fractionation response gradually decreased as the interstimulus interval approached the interval at which failure of this component occurred. In order to optimize measuring the effect of shortening the interstimulus interval on the S-spike component, the amplitude of this component was measured at an arbitrary interval of 1.2 milliseconds. By doing so, a greater number of reliable recordings was yielded, 54/104 recordings in control Aα/β-fiber LTMs (including five muscle spindle neurons) and 60/112 recordings in OA Aα/β-fiber LTMs (including ten muscle spindle neurons).

Therefore, in OA animals, RI measurement and further MRR analyses revealed various signs of an altered fast recovery from paired pulse stimulation in distinct subclasses of Aα/β-fiber LTMs: shorter RI in muscle spindle neurons, greater MRR of the NM-spike component, and smaller MRR of the S-spike component of the second evoked AP in nonmuscle spindle neurons.

**Slow inactivation during train stimulation in control versus OA animals**

In control animals the maximum following frequency for each type of neuron was as follows: slowly adapting neurons 341.2 ± 43.81 Hz (N = 4); hair follicle neurons 343.2 ± 25.62 Hz (N = 13); glabrous rapidly adapting neurons 353.6 ± 25.22 Hz (N = 21); Pacinian neurons 355.8 ± 28.73 Hz (N = 21); and muscle spindle neurons 574.6 ± 19.12 Hz (N = 35) (Figure 5).

The greatest difference in maximum following frequency comparing control and OA animals was in Pacinian neurons (355.8 ± 28.73 Hz, N = 21 in control versus 443.6 ± 25.32 Hz, N = 21 in OA animals; P = 0.027; Figure 5) and muscle
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**Figure 4** Changes in the MRR of the evoked action potentials during paired pulse stimulation in Aα/β low threshold mechanoreceptors in OA versus control animals.

Notes: In each case the median (horizontal line) is superimposed. MRR of the somatic-spike component (left panel) and of the NM-spike component (right panel) of the second evoked action potential during the paired pulse stimulation was compared between Aα/β low threshold mechanoreceptors in control versus OA animals. Left panel: the Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change was greater in OA than in control animals (N = 54 in control versus N = 60 in OA animals, Mann–Whitney U test). Right panel: the MRR of the NM-spike was greater in OA animals compared with control animals (N = 44 in control versus N = 46 in OA animals, Student’s t-test). Each dot represents a recording from one neuron.

Abbreviations: MRR, maximum rising rate; NM, nonmyelinated; OA, osteoarthritis.
spindle neurons (574.6 ± 19.12 Hz, N = 35 in control versus 632.1 ± 14.22 Hz, N = 38 in OA animals, P = 0.017; Figure 5). In Aβ-fiber LTMs in OA animals, there was a significantly greater maximum following frequency. The maximum following frequency was 440.0 ± 16.55 Hz in control animals (N = 88) and 486.1 ± 16.17 Hz in OA animals (N = 94; P = 0.041, Mann–Whitney U test). Differences in the other types of neurons did not reach the level of statistical significance (Table 1).

Importantly, the interstimulus interval of the train at which conduction failure began to occur was several times that of the RI as determined by paired pulse stimulation. This reflects the difference between slow inactivation observed during train stimulation, and fast inactivation which is observed during paired pulse stimulation. For example, the estimated shortest interstimulus interval in the train at the maximum following frequency was 2.9, 2.9, 2.8, 2.8, and 1.7 milliseconds in slowly adapting neurons, hair follicle neurons, glabrous rapidly adapting neurons, Pacinian neurons, and muscle spindle neurons, respectively. These values were 2.9, 2.6, 2.8, 3.5, and 3.4 times the respective RI as determined by the paired pulse stimulation. This suggests a summating inactivation effect developing slowly on spike electrogenesis during prolonged, repetitive AP generation evoked by the train stimulation.

Therefore, to determine whether or not the conduction failure in train stimulation was due to the limiting effect of the refractory period, the Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change at the maximum following frequency was compared with the Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change at corresponding interstimulus intervals (normally two to three times the RI). In control animals, 31 recordings were included in which the dorsal root was stimulated with trains in which interspike intervals were equivalent to two to three times the RI for each neuron. These neurons included five hair follicle neurons, nine Pacinian neurons, one glabrous rapidly adapting neuron, and 16 muscle spindle neurons. The Paired Pulse MRR Index of Change was 0.84 ± 0.016 (N = 31), which was significantly higher than the corresponding Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change (0.77 ± 0.007, N = 80; P < 0.0001, Student’s t-test; Figure 6, left panel). This observation suggests an additional decay of the MRR, which might be due to other mechanisms besides the fast inactivation of sodium currents at play in paired pulse stimulation.

Next, to determine whether neurons in control versus OA animals were different with respect to the Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change, this index was compared at the same stimulation frequency between control and OA animals. The Train Stimulation MRR Index of Change in all control neurons combined in control animals was 0.83 ± 0.011
(N = 60), and was comparable to that in neurons in OA animals (0.83 ± 0.011, N = 60; P = 0.933, Student’s t-test; Figure 6, right panel).

This part of the experiment did not support a role of the slow inactivation of sodium currents (at least for the slow kinetics of TTX-sensitive currents) in modulating the peripheral drive from A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs in OA animals, although the possible sodium current slow inactivation process did lead to a further decay in MRR in the train pulse stimulation compared to that in the paired pulse stimulation.

**Discussion**

The present study provides evidence of significant differences in peripheral drive in A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs in an animal model of OA compared to control animals. In vivo intracellular recording demonstrated that in OA animals the RI in paired pulse stimulation was shortened in muscle spindle neurons, and the maximum following frequency in train pulse stimulation was greater in Pacinian and muscle spindle neurons. Further, in paired pulse stimulation, MRR of the fast kinetics of NM-spike component was increased, while MRR of the slow kinetics of S-spike component was decreased in other nonmuscle spindle A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs in OA animals.

Muscle spindle neurons were the neuronal subtype most altered in peripheral drive. However, other nonmuscle spindle neuronal subtypes were also altered, although less markedly. This was evidenced by the observation that the kinetics of the second AP in a paired pulse protocol was altered in a mixed group of A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs mainly consisting of nonmuscle spindle neurons. Twice as many of the muscle spindle neurons were obtained in the present study compared to other neuronal subtypes, which might be a factor bias towards a statistically significant finding in muscle spindle neurons. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the importance of the data extends to the whole population of A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs.

These findings substantiate the previous suggestion that non-nociceptive A\(\alpha/\beta\)-fiber LTMs undergo significant functional changes in this animal model of OA. This model was selected because physical injury is the most common cause of OA. Further, a surgical model avoids introduction of chemicals such as the glycolysis inhibitor, monosodium iodoacetate, which may have widespread local effects. The surgical derangement model demonstrates many of the structural changes associated with OA, such as loss of joint cartilage and changes in subchondral bone microarchitecture and synovial proliferation. Biochemical urinalysis profiles in this model correlate with the current understanding of OA pathology. In addition, the model demonstrates a change in stance, changes in chondrocyte gene expression consistent with joint disease, and the model...
contradicts current evidence; sodium channel expression soma and initial segments of the stem axon, which largely regulation of the sodium channel, density was restricted to conditions. In Amir and Devor’s computational modeling might not apply to neurons in various pathophysiological models neurons under normal physiological conditions and conclusion, drawn from modeling normal DRG neurons, past the DRG, via the dorsal root to the spinal cord. The safety of impulse conduction from the peripheral nerve, degree of electrical excitability of the soma did not affect computational model of DRG A-neurons that regulating the geometrical feature, the somata of DRG neurons do structure, a “T-junction.” Due to this pseudounipolar reason can be made more severe as a result of stressful exercise. In fact, the origin of these neurons at sites outside the joint prompts the examination a possible functional relationship of these changes to the symptoms often reported by people with OA. This is particularly important given the focus of some research exclusively on sensory neurons innervating the joint in animal models of OA. Such studies neglect the reports from OA patients that pain is referred to areas beyond the joint, and the reported prevalence of pain even months or years after total joint replacement. Instead, it is proposed that joint damage can lead to changes in the functional properties of large diameter sensory neurons arising from articular as well as from nonarticular tissues. At least in some cases of OA, these neurons (not exclusive to joint afferents) collectively contribute to the sensory alterations reported by people with OA. This view would account better for the referred pain, the persisting pain after joint arthroplasty, and the loss of proprioception that are clinical presentations of OA patients.

Implication for sensory input to the spinal cord

Further analysis of MRR of evoked APs during either paired pulse stimulation or train pulse stimulation revealed a shift toward fast kinetic changes. In the present study, greater maximum following frequencies for muscle spindle afferents, Pacinian afferents, and other Aα/β-fiber LTMs in OA animals imply that more APs from nerve terminals would successfully invade the somata of these neurons. These findings reflect an increase in the fidelity of impulse conduction towards spinal cord in myelinated fibers in OA animals.

The somata of primary sensory neurons are connected to the respective axon by a short stem axon, forming a T-shaped structure, a “T-junction.” Due to this pseudounipolar geometrical feature, the somata of DRG neurons do not directly participate in the AP through-conduction toward the spinal cord. Amir and Devor concluded in a computational model of DRG A-neurons that regulating the degree of electrical excitability of the soma did not affect the safety of impulse conduction from the peripheral nerve, past the DRG, via the dorsal root to the spinal cord. This conclusion, drawn from modeling normal DRG neurons, models neurons under normal physiological conditions and might not apply to neurons in various pathophysiological conditions. In Amir and Devor’s computational modeling regulation of the sodium channel, density was restricted to soma and initial segments of the stem axon, which largely contradicts current evidence; sodium channel expression is highly dynamic and is regulated in both the soma and axon. Although the molecular signals that regulate sodium channel isoform expression, trafficking, clustering, and maintenance in axons are mostly unknown, there is evidence showing that growth factors, such as nerve growth factor and glial derived neurotrophic factor, as well as Schwann cells are involved in regulating sodium channel expression.

There is at least one condition where the increase in AP soma invasion could indicate an increase in the fidelity of impulse conduction along the axon towards the spinal cord where there were changes in the composition of sodium channel isoforms expressed both in the soma and axon. A neuropathic component has been suggested in this animal model of OA. This condition, similar to other neuropathic conditions, might result in a Wallerian degeneration along the peripheral nerve where sodium channel expression in the axon is commonly dysregulated. Na$_{1.6}$ is the predominant sodium channel isoform expressed at nodes of Ranvier within peripheral and central myelinated fibers and is critical for AP conduction along axons. Interestingly, the neuronal types that have undergone the greatest change in the present study express mainly TTX-sensitive sodium channel isoforms; in particular, muscle spindle and Pacinian afferents have been reported to abundantly express Na$_{1.1}$ and Na$_{1.6}$ sodium channels.

It is generally accepted that an altered peripheral input modulates secondary or higher sensory processing, although detailed mechanisms remain elusive for most chronic disease conditions. In previous reports on this animal model of OA, various behavioral and/or sensory changes have been documented, including decreased hind paw withdrawal threshold, shorter tail withdrawal latency, and altered hind limb weight bearing pattern. However, it is not feasible to establish how a specific change in RI or maximum following frequency in muscle spindle neurons or nonmuscle spindle neurons is linked to a specifically altered function, eg, nociception or proprioception. Yet, with regard to the most affected neuronal subtype in the model of OA, the muscle spindle neuron, it is suggested that changes in these neurons might have complex functional implications, such as a loss of the original function (eg, as a proprioceptor), a gain of a novel function (eg, as a new input to a central network of nociception), or even possibly a combination of both. Further, it would be relevant in future studies to determine whether there are phenotypic changes in muscle spindle neurons and other nonmuscle spindle Aα/β-fiber LTMs, and/or a “rewiring” of central sensory pathways in OA.
Ionic mechanisms for increased soma invasion of the AP in Aα/β-fiber LTMs in OA

Changes in the rising phase of the AP as observed in the present study could largely be explained by changes in sodium ion mechanisms. However, the participation of potassium currents, especially in defining refractory periods, could not be precluded, as voltage- or calcium-dependent potassium channels have been suggested to account for neuronal properties in multiple spiking, such as refractory periods, maximum attainable frequency of spike discharge, and conduction failure.13,52,53

Two spike components could be observed at shorter interstimulus intervals in the present study. As indicated by previous in vivo and in vitro studies on the distribution of voltage-gated sodium channel subunits in subgroups of DRG neurons,26,30,54–57 this suggests the existence of two or more sodium currents with different recovery kinetics that collectively generate the depolarization phase of the evoked AP in Aα/β-fiber LTMs, at least in neurons with Type I response.

The observation of an increase in the MRR of the NM-spike component and the decrease in the MRR of the S-spike component of Aα/β-fiber LTMs in OA animals compared to those in control animals might be due to either an increase in the absolute number of, or to an increase in recovery kinetics, of the fast kinetics of TTX-sensitive sodium channels, and that there were less slow kinetics of TTX-sensitive sodium currents remaining in the second spike after recovery from the first evoked AP in these neurons. As a result, a shortened RI in Aα/β-fiber LTMs in OA animals might be due to a shift toward more prominent fast kinetics of TTX-sensitive currents in these neurons, such as Na1.6, the fastest recovering sodium channel subtype. Another possibility is the re-expression of the fast priming embryonic TTX-sensitive Na1.3, as documented in animal models of neuropathy.30,58,59 The expression of Na1.3 channels in DRG neurons has yet to be studied in OA models.

The minimum interval defining the maximum following frequency is 1.5–2.8 milliseconds in Aα/β-fiber LTMs. During the shortest interstimulus intervals, the recovery from fast inactivation is not complete for TTX-sensitive currents, as TTX-sensitive sodium currents recover slowly and remain incomplete 4 milliseconds following maximal inactivation.60

The data show that a train of stimuli effectively promotes slow inactivation of sodium currents. It has been reported that inducing voltage-gated sodium channels into a slow inactivation state by therapeutic agents, such as lacosamide, casts a broad spectrum suppressive effect on mechanical and thermal hypersensitization in various chronic pain syndromes,61 and is also effective in relieving chronic muscle pain, a common symptom in OA.62 However, the data do not support a role of slow inactivation of sodium currents in the increased maximum following frequency in Aα/β-fiber LTMs in this OA model. This increase in maximum following frequency might be due to the same mechanism responsible for the shortened RI.

Conclusion

This study sets itself apart from previous studies on OA models that focus only on articular nociceptors and report changes in these neurons only. The present study provides evidence of functional changes in Aα/β-fiber low threshold DRG neurons in a derangement model of OA. The present study also presents evidence that there are changes in functional properties of neurons that innervate other structures beyond the joint. The data imply an altered peripheral drive towards spinal cord that might contribute to spinal plasticity and central sensitization.
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